
 
 
 
 
 
Jan. 27, 2019 
 
Dear Judges, 
 
Reporter Garth Stapley had little idea what he was getting into when he answered a 
brief email in early 2018 asking if The Modesto Bee might be interested in a 
decades-old story of sexual abuse at the hands of clergy with one of the most prominent 
churches in town. 
 
Over the new few months, our stories – multiple stories on each youth pastor that broke 
one after the other – uncovered a sordid and heartbreaking web of accusations against 
two former Modesto youth pastors (Brad Tebbutt and Les Hughey) and three adult 
volunteers who independently had preyed on more than a dozen girls and boys, all at 
this same church, a veritable pillar of the community. 
 
Just as troubling were tales of top-level cover-ups enabling both youth pastors to 
continue elsewhere in the ministry; one victimized several additional girls, they told 
Garth, at churches which employed him after he left Modesto. Eventually he founded a 
megachurch in Arizona with yearly income topping $6 million. 
 
Garth followed dozens of leads, tracking down victims and sources near and far, 
including other countries. Telephone chats led to explosive video interviews, some in 
distant cities involving collaboration with sister newspapers owned by our parent 
McClatchy Co. Victims said they had kept silent for decades because when they came 
forward to church leaders long ago, they were blamed and ordered not to sully the 
church’s reputation, and they assumed no one would believe them. 
 
Do people care about sins of the fathers, from the 1970s and ‘80s? They do. 
 
The current Kansas City employer of one former youth pastor, Brad Tebbutt, placed him 
on leave and hired the firm of Billy Graham’s grandson to conduct an independent 
investigation.  
 
 



 
 
His accuser sued the local church in Modesto – CrossPoint, formerly known as First 
Baptist – trying to set a legal precedent that would allow perhaps hundreds of former 
victims throughout California to seek redress of their wrongs despite civil statutes of 
limitations. Tebbutt since has “flipped,” or agreed to cooperate with his accuser in the 
lawsuit, which is ongoing. 
 
The other former youth pastor, Les Hughey, admitted he had “sinned” even before we 
went to press. Several other girls (now women) came forward with stories that he had 
fondled them after moving on from Modesto, and he resigned in disgrace from the huge 
congregation he had founded in a wealthy resort community (sources in the Arizona 
congregation fed Garth information from the pivotal meeting, and we were first with the 
news despite competition from media there). 
 
It typically takes weeks for high-profile clergy to step aside, once accused (three months 
for Andy Savage in Memphis, for example, and more than two weeks for Bill Hybels in 
Chicago); Hughey was gone from his mega-church less than 100 hours after we 
exposed his sexual abuse of girls in his charge. 
 
Hughey remains under investigation by Arizona and California authorities, and four 
churches that had employed him in three states have commissioned experts to run 
independent probes as well. 
 
"I never could have predicted that giving a voice to previously silent victims would 
become among the most important stories I would do in my career," Garth said. "But 
that's what has happened." 
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